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A
city famous for its links with diamonds, Antwerp has
more recently become synonymous with a girl’s other
best friend: fashion. Although the international dia-
mond trade is worth billions of dollars, with approxi-
mately 80% of the world’s rough diamonds passing

through Antwerp each year, right now it’s the fashion industry that
makes this city sparkle.

Those here who deal in diamonds can briefly be glimpsed on the
surveillance camera-heavy streets of Antwerp’s Diamantkwartier,
briefcase handcuffed to wrist, before making a speedy departure in
an armored car. These men echo Shirley Bassey’s lament in Dia-
monds Are Forever by not lingering here for a second longer than
they need to. 

When Antwerp began evolving into a city of style, however, fash-
ionistas required somewhere chic to kick off their Christian
Louboutin heels and rest their stylishly coiffed heads. The need for
chic accommodation was something that Antwerp’s ubiquitous chain
hotels couldn’t fulfill, so fashion-savvy locals came to the rescue by
revamping their homes into designer guesthouses.

Today, these include the stylish m0851 Guestrooms, located
beside flagship stores Dries Van Noten, Paul Smith, and Diane von
Furstenberg on Antwerp’s most significant fashion street,
Nationalestraat; Sleep In The City, three striking white and black
apartments in a traditional shop house in the Fashion District; and
atmospheric, gay-owned Boulevard Leopold, a 19th-century house
in Antwerp’s Jewish quarter that retains a sepia-toned ambience with

original cast-iron tubs, working fireplaces, and added 21st-century
amenities like flat-screen TVs and Wi-Fi.

This prompted an overdue injection of style into the city’s hotel
scene, with the opening of luxury boutique hotels such as Hotel
Julien. Located in two historic buildings with 21 guestrooms and
tranquil internal patios, its roof terrace, lounge, and bar are among the
most fashionable places to see and be seen in Antwerp. For private
pampering, there’s an intimate and stylish spa down in the restored
16th-century cellars. The hotel’s muted color palate, minimalistic aes-
thetic, and the subtle yet avant-garde combination of old and new
altogether mirror the best of Belgian fashion. 

Throughout Hotel Julien, you’ll find an impressive and constantly
growing collection of photography. Supervised by Fifty One Fine Art
Photography, the only major art gallery in Belgium devoted exclu-
sively to fine art photography, this collection includes iconic fashion
images by photographer Peter Lindbergh. 

With accolades from Condé Nast Traveler and fashion magazines
like Elle and Esquire, Hotel Julien is currently ranked the #1 hotel in
Antwerp by Tripadvisor, which proves there is a demand for style
hotels in this fascination, fashion-forward city.

Currently there are other boutique hotels vying for the fashion
crowd, including Hotel Les Nuits which is decorated in a bold contem-
porary style, and Hotel O, whose stylish rooms are finished in wood
and concrete and furnished with a mix of vintage and designer pieces. 

Antwerp is a very inspiring pocketsize metropolis,” Belgian
fashion designer Tim Van Steenbergen tells me. “This
refreshingly cosmopolitan city owes its reputation to the

mighty port, the world diamond center, and its trendsetting vision of
fashion. It’s an intelligent, complex, fascinating, and surprising habi-
tat with magnificent contemporary architecture, opera and theatre,
monuments, and artworks, as well as its historical medieval center.”

A rising star in the world of fashion, Tim Van Steenbergen gradu-
ated magna cum laude at Antwerp’s Royal Academy of Fine Arts.
After working as the first assistant of Belgian designer Olivier
Theyskens, he launched his own collection in 2001. His clothes are
now sold in the world’s best designer stores, and he’s dressed celebri-
ties such as Katy Perry, Rihanna, Jared Leto, George Michael, and
Kim Cattrall, but his atelier remains an old sewing factory in the
Antwerp suburbs.

You may wonder how Antwerp became a city of style in the first
place? The city entered the world’s fashion conscience back in 1986,
when six fashion graduates from Antwerp’s Royal Academy of Fine
Arts pooled their resources and drove a van to London to make their
debut at London Fashion Week. It was a moment that’s gone down in
fashion history, because it put Ann Demeulemeester, Dries van Noten,
Dirk Bikkembergs, Walter Van Beirendonck, Dirk Van Saene, and
Marina Yee into fashion’s glaring spotlight. The New York Times
reported that these six young designers “brought a breath of inven-
tiveness to the trade show.” Dubbed the Antwerp Six by the interna-
tional fashion press, they not only catapulted themselves into the
world of fashion, they also put Antwerp on the fashion map alongside
established fashion cities like New York, Paris, and Milan.

The enduring legacy of the Antwerp Six means that the city is now
a key fashion destination. Antwerp’s Royal Academy of Fine Arts ranks
alongside the world’s elite fashion schools like Parsons in New York,
Central Saint Martins in London, and Bunka in Tokyo, and has spawned
other notable graduates including Martin Margiela, Peter Pilotto,
Veronique Branquinho, Haider Ackermann, and Bruno Pieters.
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exclusive brands. There is a great interest among the population in
wearing designer clothes.”

This is in fact a city where even garbage collectors wear a design-
er label, because Walter Van Beirendonck designed their uniform.
One of the original Antwerp Six, his graphic and humorous fashion
statements make a massive visual impact, and are perfect for those
who love to be the center of attention.

Antwerp can be subdivided into five fashion districts. At the
heart of the city, and at the heart of Belgian fashion, is the
ModeNatie neighborhood. Here, the grand 19th-century

Nationalestraat promenade had fallen out of fashion by the 1990s, but
this changed when Dries Van Noten opened his flagship store within
the historic ModeNatie building itself.

“Dries Van Noten is definitely the best shop in town,” confirms
Van Steenbergen. “It is a wonderful place and his collection is really
great, he is simply the best. My own collection, Tim Van Steenbergen,
you can find at Garde-robe Nationale and Hospital.”

The ModeNatie has been impressively renovated by Ghent archi-
tect Marie-José Van Hee. In addition to the Dries Van Noten store, this
19th-century landmark now accommodates The Flanders Fashion
Institute, the fashion department of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts,

This refreshingly cosmopolitan city owes its reputation to the mighty port,
the world diamond center, and its trendsetting vision of fashion.

fashion capital antwerp

Although they may not enjoy the same global name recognition
as their American, British, French, and Italian counterparts, these
Belgian designers are highly regarded by the fashion elite. A couple
of those names are also poised for an imminent global takeover.
Today, the fashion house Maison Martin Margiela is part of Diesel
owner Renzo Rosso’s vast fashion empire alongside iconic brands
like Viktor & Rolf and DSquared2, and the label will follow the
likes of Versace, Karl Lagerfeld, and Madonna in collaborating with
fashion chain H&M on a capsule brand, set to launch worldwide on
November 15, 2012. 

Thanks to his striking underwear and sportswear lines, and sexy ad
campaigns featuring muscular near-naked male models and soccer
players, Dirk Bikkembergs is a popular brand on Europe’s gay scene.
And although he studied industrial design as opposed to fashion, Raf
Simons is destined to become the most famous Belgian designer of
all—it was announced in April this year that he’s scooped the top job
at Dior, replacing John Galliano.

“The Six have put Antwerp on the map, but that is already a long
time ago,” Tim Van Steenbergen tells me. “In the meantime, the Acad-
emy became world famous and young designers try to start up their
business. Since then, there is a tremendous creativity in art and fash-
ion in Antwerp. Small, particular shops are doing very well with
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Another great choice for fashion-conscious visitors to Antwerp is
YOUR Premium Store. The New York Times calls this huge lifestyle
concept store “a shopper’s paradise.” Here, you’ll find familiar brands
like Diesel and Franklin & Marshall, plus more exclusive items like
custom-made motorcycles and menswear by Deus ex Machina, swim
shorts made from recycled plastic bottles by planet-friendly Scandi-
navian brand Knowledge Cotton Apparel, and covetable denim from
Japan by Edwin.

Antwerp’s Historic Centre is also a fashion destination. This neigh-
borhood is dominated by tourist attractions like Onze-Lieve-
Vrouwekathedraal (Cathedral Of Our Lady) and the 16th-century
town square Grote Markt with its ornate Guild houses, but you’ll
also find specialist shops tucked away in the side streets.

For big international brands, you should head for the Meir & Leien
neighborhood. Wide and pedestrianised, the Meir is Antwerp’s busiest
and most important commercial shopping street. In addition to inter-
national chains like H&M and Zara, it’s also home to the Art Deco
Torengebouw, which was Europe’s first skyscraper when completed
in 1932. In the streets to the south, you’ll discover international
designer brands such as Burberry, Emporio Armani, and Tommy Hil-
figer. Before leaving this area it’s worth making a detour away from
fashion to visit Rubenshuis. Dating from 1610, the former home and
studio of renowned Flemish Baroque painter Peter Paul Rubens is
now a fascinating museum. Rubens designed the building himself,
based on studies he made of Italian Renaissance palaces. Hardcore
fashionistas will delight in the fact that some rooms have walls cov-
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and the MoMu Fashion Museum. This on-trend museum reflects
fashion’s lifecycle by offering two thematic exhibitions a year. The
current exhibition “Living Fashion: Women’s Daily Wear 1750-1950”
beautifully presents an archive of clothes to illustrate 200 years of
fashion evolution, from stuffy and restrictive formal gowns to silky
and frivolous dresses from Christian Dior’s “New Look.” The next
exhibition will be “Madame Grès: Sculptural Fashion,” celebrating
the work of this renowned Parisian couturier. As well as garments and
fashion drawings by Madame Grès and original fashion photographs
by legendary photographers including Man Ray and Richard Avedon.
The Belgian artist Renato Nicolodi has been commissioned to design
new conceptual elements to accompany the exhibition.

Copyright Art and Architecture Bookshop is great for fans of cof-
fee-table fashion and design on adjacent Kammenstraat, numerous
stores offer international streetwear brands, such as the hip multibrand
store Fish and Chips, plus Energie, Levi’s, Guess, and Pepe Jeans.

Immediately south of here is trendy Het Zuid. Here, among the
cafés and art galleries, you’ll find several experimental fashion and
lifestyle concept stores. The most happening street is Kloosterstraat,
which is lined with vintage and antique shops, but is also where you’ll
find Ra13. This inspiring store showcases up-and-coming designers,
so it’s perfect for sourcing unique and individual creations that are
hot-off-the-sewing-machine, and for supporting the work of recent
fashion graduates. There’s also an in-store café furnished in mis-
matched vintage furniture that’s become a popular hangout for fash-
ion students and other young hipsters.
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ered in gold-washed embossed leather.
Finally, Wilde Zee and Quartier Latin is where you’ll find deluxe

designer brands such as Louis Vuitton, Gucci, and Ralph Lauren.
Should you wish to indulge in Belgian fashion, a recommended

time to visit is for the annual {Con}Temporary Fashion Days, organ-
ized in April each year by the Flanders Fashion Institute. During this
time, many of Antwerp’s big-name fashion designers have pop-up
stores or even throw open the doors of their ateliers to sell surplus
stock and previous season samples, as well as fabric remnants and
accessories. This is a great opportunity for shoppers to splurge on
high fashion at low prices.

Famous for chocolate, moules frites, (mussels and French fries),
and fruity and flavorsome beers brewed by Trappist monks,
Belgium is also home to an astonishing number of Michelin-

starred restaurants. The 2012 Michelin Guide for the Belgium-Lux-
embourg region lists 99 one-star restaurants, 16 two-star restaurants,
and three three-star restaurants, an increase of 16% from 2011.

Recommended options in Antwerp include Michelin-starred
Dôme, established by French chef Julien Burlat and his wife, a for-
mer stylist for Dries Van Noten. Occupying a classic Art Nouveau
building that was once a sewing school, choices include the gastro-
nomic 8-course Menu Carte Blanche for €79, with seasonal dishes
like fera from Lake Geneva with quinoa and maple jus, or fillet of
Camargue bull with fried wild artichoke and asparagus. If fish is your
forte, its fresh and minimal sibling Dôme Sur Mer is widely regard-

fashion capital antwerp
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ed as Antwerp’s best seafood restaurant.
For light and fashion-friendly food, luxury boutique Graanmarkt

13 has a basement restaurant overseen by award-winning Chef Seppe
Nobels. At €29, the set lunch menu is excellent value, while the gas-
tronomic five-course Menu Graanmarkt 13 is €65 and includes
plates such as soft-shell crab salad with violet artichoke, or tepanya-
ki fried quail with crème of pea and summer truffle pommes fondant.

Located in an historic former warehouse close to Antwerp’s old
docks is FelixPakhuis, which, according to Belgian fashion designer
Tim Van Steenbergen, is the absolute hippest all-round restaurant.
“Their motto is ‘The Art Of Enjoyment’ and everything is top notch,”
he says. “The menu, the music, the summer terrace, and covered inner
street, and especially the waiters.”

This old docklands area is Antwerp’s most revitalized neighbor-
hood, for here stands the impressive new Museum Aan de Stroom,
or MAS for short. Inspired by 16th-century storehouses, it’s designed
by architects Neutelings and Riedijk as a series of galleries that are
stacked like boxes to create a spiral tower. Featuring large expanses of
curved glass, visitors are offered unique and constantly changing
views of Antwerp as they ride the escalators to the top floor. “For the
moment, my favorite place is the rooftop panorama on top of the new
MAS museum,” agrees Van Steenbergen. “From there, you can enjoy
the whole city.”

The museums permanent collection extends over five floors, and is
displayed in a series of inventive galleries conceived by Antwerp-
based architectural designers B-Architecten—there’s even specially
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composed music to support the story of each themed gallery. One
floor is reserved for temporary exhibitions, while another is a view-
able storage area. In this area, visitors can enjoy a first glimpse of
new artwork as it arrives, as well as learn about the behind-the-scenes
conservation and management of art.

Those with Belgian ancestry will be interested to know that it
was from these docks that Belgian emigrants would have boarded
ships bound for New York City. “The Red Star Line company sent
off its ships on the transatlantic voyage, with millions of emigrants
who set out for a new life in the States and Canada,” explains Van
Steenbergen. “Nowadays, Antwerp is one of the fastest growing
cultural cruise destinations in Europe. Due to its excellent access it
pushes you to travel the world looking for new impressions and
personal experiences.”

Adjacent to the docks is Red Star Café, a hip gay/mixed café-
bar which got its name from the Red Star Line company. Just
a few streets south of here, unsuspecting visitors will be sur-

prised to see what looks like living mannequins standing in shop win-
dows dressed in provocative underwear. These are not pop-up stores
of lingerie brands like Victoria’s Secret or Frederick’s of Hollywood,
instead, this indicates that you’ve inadvertently found Belgium’s
largest Red Light District. 

Located between St. Paulusplaats and Verversrui, the area
includes the appropriately named Oudemansstraat (Old Man Street),
which lives up to its name thanks to the dubious looking men who
linger in the area. Unlike the famous Red Light District in Amster-
dam, the area here, though, isn’t as stimulating and built-up, but you
may want to visit gay venue Red & Blue.

This pumping party zone is men only on Saturdays, so girls should
plan their trip to coincide with the Café de Luxe and Café de Love
parties on the last Friday and second Sunday of the month for les-
bians, or for the gay and lesbian mixed Studio 54 party on the first
Sunday of the month.

Fashion fanatical gays and lesbians and fashion-curious hipsters
favor Popi Café with its large outdoor terrace and trendy ambience.
For a casual and relaxed vibe, more typical café-bars such as Café
DeLux, Café Confituur, and Que Pasa are perfect for conversing
with gay locals while enjoying a De Koninck beer.

Fans of leather and fetish are spoilt for choice in Antwerp. With a
dress code that encompasses leather, rubber, skin, army, sportswear,
workgear, sneakers, and even naked, The Boots has been one of
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Next summer, the city of Antwerp is set to follow Mon-

tréal and Copenhagen by hosting the third World Out-

Games, the massive sporting and cultural event sanc-

tioned by the Gay and Lesbian International Sport Asso-

ciation. Under the header “Love United,” it plans to bring

together LGBT athletes from around the world, but in the

true sporting spirit of inclusiveness, is open to everyone

regardless of sexual orientation. Another aim of Out-

Games is to include sporting events for all abilities, from

top athletes to recreational participants. This will be

teamed with a broad program of parties and cultural

events, plus an international conference examining

LGBTQ human rights issues. The cultural program incor-

porating movies, music, art, poetry, literature, boat trips,

and brunches will commence July 31, with the official

World OutGames 2013 Opening Ceremony on August 3.

Summer 2013 will therefore see thousands of hot gay

guys and gals in soccer kit, Speedos, and wrestling uni-

tards step into the streets and sports arenas of Antwerp.

Why not be a good sport and join in too? July 31–August

11, 2013. www.woga2013.org. 

–Stuart Haggas

WORLD OUTGAMES 

Centraal Station
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Europe’s leading gay fetish clubs for over 25 years. To ensure you
don’t fall victim of the strict dress code policy, its website includes a
useful guide identifying what is appropriate attire for the various
theme parties. It’s a private club, but visitors can buy a weekend mem-
bership, just remember to take a valid ID.

A key trend, that’s prevalent in the world’s most stylish cities, is
when a tired and forgotten neighborhood is rediscovered and it sud-
denly becomes reenergized and relevant once more.  Known for its
streets of grand Art Nouveau mansions, Zurenborg was one of
Antwerp’s most desirable neighborhoods over a century ago. As times
changed, these ornate and capacious homes became outmoded and
too expensive to upkeep, so by the 1960s many were abandoned and
falling into disrepair. A mass-demolition plan was proposed to make
way for a shiny new business district, but fortunately these mansions
became listed monuments instead of rubble, and artists, designers,
and entrepreneurs moved in and began renovations.

I recommend taking the tram out of central Antwerp to this hip
suburban enclave. The best-preserved streets include Cogels Osylei,
Transvaalstraat, and Waterloostraat. The area is particularly lively for
the occasional Sunday flea market on Daagerdsplaats, which is sur-
rounded by a mix of artsy café-bars and upscale gourmet restaurants
(Michelin-starred Dôme is hereabouts). You’ll also find Antwerp’s
LGBT community center Het Roze Huis (The Pink House) in a love-
ly russet brick building on Draakplaats, which since 2002 has housed
various non-profit gay and lesbian groups as well as the welcoming
Café den Draak. One of several “pink house” projects in Europe,
only two-thirds of the building is presently renovated, so it’s a work in
progress, but it’s one that demonstrates how LGBT rights and equali-
ty are always on trend. 

fashion capital antwerp

Dirk Bikkembergs Fall/Winter 2012
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HOTELS
Hotel Julien, Korte Nieuwstraat 24. Tel: 229-
0600. Rated Antwerp’s #1 hotel by TripAdvisor, its
21 chic and minimalistic rooms and suites occupy
two historic buildings close to Antwerp’s historic
centre. With roof terrace, lounge and bar, plus a
spa down in the restored 16th-century cellars.
Rates from €195. www.hotel-julien.com

Hotel Les Nuits, Lange Gasthuisstraat 12. Tel:
225-0204. Chic design hotel with 24 rooms featur-
ing distinctive use of color and material, while Aup-
ing Boxspring beds dressed with high-quality linen
guarantee a good night’s sleep. There’s also a spa
and the renowned Flamant Dining restaurant on-
site. Rates from €139. www.hotellesnuits.be

HotelO Antwerpen Sud, Leopold de Waelplaats
34. Tel: 292-65-10. Located in trendy ‘T Zuid, this
stylish hotel has 16 spacious rooms finished in
wood and concrete, featuring a mixture of vintage
and designer furniture plus amenities like
Nespresso coffee machines. Its restaurant
Brasserie Nero is ideal for a luxury breakfast buf-
fet including cava, or to enjoy an aperitif or a Bel-
gian beer. Rates from €165. www.hotelhotelo.be

Boulevard Leopold, Belgiëlei 135, Tel: 486-6758-
38. This charming gay-owned option comprises
three guestrooms and two apartments in a 19th-
century house in Antwerp’s Jewish quarter. The
property retains a sepia-toned ambience with origi-
nal cast iron tubs and working fires, but with added
21st-century amenities like flat-screen TVs and Wi-
Fi. Rates from €110. www.boulevard-leopold.be

Sleep In The City, Vleminckveld 10. Tel: 225-5218. The
gay owners of Boulevard Leopold also have these three
striking apartments in a traditional shop-house in the
Fashion District. Two have small kitchenettes, while the
large duplex apartment boasts a big kitchen, roof ter-
race, and bold black-and-white décor. Rates from €120.
www.sleepinthecity.be

m0851 Guestrooms, Nationalestraat 19. Tel: 297-6066.
Located above the m0851 store and opposite the
MoMu Fashion Museum on Antwerp’s most important
fashion street, these three chic guestrooms feature flat
screen TVs and a DVD player–and there’s a library on
the landing for borrowing books and DVDs. Rates from
€120. www.m0851.be

RESTAURANTS 
Dôme, Grote Hondstraat 2. Tel: 239-9003. This
Michelin-starred restaurant is run by French Chef
Julien Burlat and his wife, a former stylist for Bel-
gian fashion designer Dries van Noten. The lovely
Art Nouveau building was once a sewing school
and features a stunning domed room. The food is
also stunning. www.domeweb.be 

Dôme Sur Mer, Arendstraad 1. Tel: 281-7433.
Regarded as Antwerp’s best fish restaurant, this sim-
ple seafood bistro is a sibling of Michelin-starred
Dôme. Freshly caught daily specials are written on the
chalkboard, and as the kitchen remains open till 11:30
P.M. it’s ideal for a leisurely lunch or a late fish supper.
www.domeweb.be

Graanmarkt 13, Graanmarkt 13, Tel: 337-7991.
Basement restaurant in one of Antwerp’s leading lux-
ury fashion boutiques. Award-winning Chef Seppe
Nobels prepares light and fashion-friendly food for
fashionable diners. www.graanmarkt13.be

FelixPakhuis, Godefriduskaai 30, Tel: 203-0330. Rec-
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Belgian Waffles
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ommended by Belgian fashion designer Tim Van Steen-
bergen as the absolute hippest all-round restaurant in
Antwerp, the Felix is located in an historic former ware-
house close to the old docks and serves burgers,
steaks, pasta, and salads. It’s also great for Sunday
brunch. www.felixpakhuis.nu

GAY VENUES
Café DeLux, Melkmarkt 18. Tel: 232-1766. Close to the
cathedral in the center of Antwerp is this popular and
trendy gay café-bar with pavement seating.
www.cafedelux.be

Café Confituur, Minderbroedersrui 38. Tel: 294-
3950. A traditional Belgian style café-bar with a
loyal gay following, serving coffee, beers, and light
meals. www.cafeconfituur.be

Café den Draak, Draakplaats 1. Tel: 290-5304. Locat-
ed within Antwerp’s LGBT community center Het Roze
Huis in the trendy Zurenborg neighborhood, this café-
bar was founded by volunteers and has become a
popular meeting place. www.dendraak.be

Popi Café, Plantinkaai 11-12. Tel: 231-6131. This
trendy gay venue in the hip ‘T Zuid neighborhood has
a heated outdoor terrace and is popular with young
hipsters and fashion students. www.popi.be

Que Pasa, Lange Koepoortstraat 1. A fun gay venue
with happy hours, drag shows, bingo, and Latin party
nights, bringing a dose of Latin fever to Antwerp’s gay
scene. www.cafe-que-pasa.be

Red Star Café, Van Schoonbekeplein 9. A trendy
new gay/mixed bar and bistro close to the MAS in
the up-and-coming docklands neighborhood.
www.redstarcafe.be

Red & Blue, Lange Schipperskapelstraat 11-13.
Tel: 213-0555. Antwerp’s popular gay club is men
only on Saturdays. Other parties include Café de
Love on the 2nd Sunday of the month and Café de
Luxe on the last Friday for lesbians and their male
soulmates plus gay/lesbian mixed Studio 54 the 1st
Sunday of the month. www.redandblue.be

The Boots, Van Aerdtstraat 22. Tel: 649-7931. This
members-only dress code venue has been one of
Europe’s leading gay fetish clubs for over 25 years.
www.the-boots.com

The Kinky’s, Lange Beeldekensstraat 10. Tel: 295-
0640. Living up to its name, this is Antwerp’s hottest
private gay cruising club, with a stripped-down
dresscode of underwear, jockstrap, or naked.
www.kinkys.be

Toys 4 Boys, Nosestraat 6. Tel: 232-0827. Fetish shop
selling handmade leather, rubber, and fetish gear,
including a made-to-measure service, plus sex toys and
DVDs. www.toys4boysleather.com

SHOPPING
{Con}Temporary Fashion Days, various venues.
Annual pop-up event organized by Flanders Fashion
Institute, which sees established Belgian fashion
designers and up-and-coming talent opening their ate-
liers to offer samples and previous season stock at dis-
counted prices. Check website for dates. www.ffi.be

Copyright Art and Architecture Bookshop,
Nationalestraat 28a. Tel: 232-9416. Established 25
years ago as a small bookshop close to Antwerp’s
Grote Markt, today it occupies the ground floor of the
landmark ModeNatie building and stocks a compre-
hensive selection of art, design and architecture
books. www.copyrightbookshop.be

Dries van Noten, Het Modepaleis, Nationalestraat
16. Tel: 470-2510. The flagship store of one of the
most regarded Belgian designers can be found in
this landmark building alongside the MoMu Fashion
Museum. www.driesvannoten.be

Garde-robe Nationale, Nationalestraat 72. Tel:
485-8687. Luxury fashion and accessories person-
ally selected by owner Nathalie Lachat, including
womenswear by Belgian designer Tim Van Steen-
bergen. www.garde-robe-nationale.be

Hospital, De Burburestraat 4. Tel: 311-8980. One of
Antwerp’s leading multibrand boutiques for men and
women, it stocks Belgian designers such as Tim Van
Steenbergen alongside international brands including
Dolce&Gabbana, Alexander McQueen, and Balmain.
www.hospital-antwerp.com

Fish And Chips, Kammenstraat 36. Tel: 227-0824.
Hip multibrand store selling international jeans and
streetwear brands such as Carhartt, New Balance,
Edwin and Nudie, plus art installations and in-store
DJs. www.fishandchips.be

Ra13, Kloosterstraat 13, Tel: 292-3780. Experimental
fashion concept store dedicated to showcasing up-
and-coming designers, including recent fashion gradu-
ates. Its in-store café is a popular hangout for fashion
students and hipsters. www.ra13.be

YOUR Premium Store, Kloosterstraat 90. Tel: 337-
7110. This huge lifestyle concept store mixes famil-
iar international brands like Diesel and Franklin &
Marshall with more exclusive and bespoke items.
There’s also a café-bar, a beauty bar, and a hair
salon. www.your-antwerp.com

OUT & ABOUT
MoMu Fashion Museum Nationalestraat 28. Tel:
470-2771. Occupying an entire floor of the his-
toric ModeNatie building, this inspiring and on-
trend museum offers two thematic exhibitions a
year, on either a specific designer or a fashion-
related subject. www.momu.be

Rubenshuis, Wapperplein 9-11. Tel: 201-1555. Dating
from 1610, the former home and studio of renowned
Flemish Baroque painter Peter Paul Rubens is now a
fascinating museum, with period furniture and dozens
of artworks by Rubens and his contemporaries on dis-
play. www.rubenshuis.be

Museum Aan de Stroom, Hanzestedenplaats 1. Tel:
338-4400. Impressive new museum in a landmark
building beside the old docks, with galleries stacked
like boxes to create a spiral tower. The permanent col-
lection explores five centuries of Antwerp’s heritage
via themes including Display of Power, the Metropolis,
and Life and Death. www.mas.be
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